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i have worked with all the leading directors in pakistani
cinema. the five films i did with sangeeta ghayal, pyaar kiya
jaa, yalghaar, love 95 and chor machaye shor are
benchmarks in my career. i credit sangeeta with making me
a better and a confident actor. pyaar kiya jaa is the most
successful film in the history of indian cinema. my heart
bleeds for neelam, who broke her wrist during the shooting
of chor machaye shor. she was only 22. all these incidents
were a big challenge to me. sometimes they had a bearing
on the film. but for the most part, they were forgotten. i
became much more confident during the shooting of chor
machaye shor, thanks to sangeeta and my manager syed
mustafa. after working with sheeraz, i wanted to work with
him again on befikre. but unfortunately, the project got
delayed. i was working on qayamat with the director anamit
sagoo. one day, when i was in the showroom of colours, the
promotion manager of colours approached me and said that
i should work with them. i was very impressed, as a film
with a female protagonist is a rarity in our cinema. the film
was about a woman in search of her identity and was going
to be different from what i had ever made before. i was
very excited about the film, but the success of jodha akbar
changed my mind. i did not want to go near sangeeta
ghayal as this time the success of that film would be my
downfall. but for some inexplicable reason, i did agree to do
the film. also, i knew that if my films were successful, i
could then start thinking about befikre. i had already agreed
to do qayamat but had some reservations. for the first time
i was working with a woman director, and i was worried. i
knew that she was an exceptional filmmaker but she was
far from someone who would do justice to a film like
befikre. she was good at making small pictures in the genre
of swansan, but i was not sure of her experience and ability
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in making a commercial film. but she turned out to be a
terrific director. qayamat was a tremendous success and i
am very proud of it. the film has made me a household
name and i will always be remembered for it.
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chor machaaye shor is a 2002 hindi movie, directed by
david dhawan. it stars rishi kapoor, karisma kapoor, sanjay
dutt, danny denzongpa, naseeruddin shah, neena gupta,

and shashi kapoor in the lead roles. the film is a remake of
1996 tamil film kanchana. the film, which was well received

by critics, did good business at the box office. this is a
bollywood movie. the film is directed by david dhawan and
the movie script was written by shahnawaz ahmed kenny,

anwar khan. the length of the movie is 2h 35min. the movie
was released in 23 august 2002. this is a action, comedy,

drama and suspense movie. this film is about a middle class
indian family, that is about to celebrate their daughter's

marriage. all the family members meet each other for the
first time at the family's ancestral home. the daughter's
wedding is planned and her brothers and the rest of the
family feel happy. desiflix provide you super quality of

movies which you download from this website. desiflix is
one of the best platform for downloading bollywood and

hollywood hd movies. we provide direct google drive
download links for fast and secure download. we re very

happy to provide you last bollywood and hollywood movie.
please join on our telegram group. zinda bhaag is a movie
about the idea of hope and the pursuit of happiness. abhay
and imran are best friends in college. one day abhay sees
his girlfriend sneha with another boy. he feels a sense of

loss, but he is unable to accept that. to make matters
worse, imran is also in love with sneha. the movie depicts
the moral dilemma these two friends face as they try to

move on with their lives. 5ec8ef588b
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